
 

'Light squeezer' reduces quantum noise in
lasers, could enhance quantum computing
and gravitational-wave detection
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Physicists at MIT have designed a quantum "light squeezer" that reduces
quantum noise in an incoming laser beam by 15 percent. It is the first
system of its kind to work at room temperature, making it amenable to a
compact, portable setup that may be added to high-precision
experiments to improve laser measurements where quantum noise is a
limiting factor.

The heart of the new squeezer is a marble-sized optical cavity, housed in
a vacuum chamber and containing two mirrors, one of which is smaller
than the diameter of a human hair. The larger mirror stands stationary
while the other is movable, suspended by a spring-like cantilever.

The shape and makeup of this second "nanomechanical" mirror is the
key to the system's ability to work at room temperature. When a laser
beam enters the cavity, it bounces between the two mirrors. The force
imparted by the light makes the nanomechanical mirror swing back and
forth in a way that allows the researchers to engineer the light exiting the
cavity to have special quantum properties.

The laser light can exit the system in a squeezed state, which can be used
to make more precise measurements, for instance, in quantum
computation and cryptology, and in the detection of gravitational waves.

"The importance of the result is that you can engineer these mechanical
systems so that at room temperature, they still can have quantum
mechanical properties," says Nergis Mavalvala, the Marble Professor
and associate head of physics at MIT. "That changes the game
completely in terms of being able to use these systems, not just in our
own labs, housed in large cryogenic refrigerators, but out in the world."

The team has published its results in the journal Nature Physics. The
paper's lead author is Nancy Aggarwal, a former physics graduate
student in the MIT LIGO Laboratory, now a postdoc at Northwestern
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University. Other co-authors on the paper along with Mavalvala are
Robert Lanza and Adam Libson at MIT; Torrey Cullen, Jonathan Cripe,
and Thomas Corbitt of Louisiana State University; and Garrett Cole,
David Follman, and Paula Heu of Crystalline Mirror Solutions in Santa
Barbara, California.

A cold "showstopper"

A laser contains multitudes of photons that stream out in synchronized
waves to produce a bright, focused beam of light. Within this ordered
configuration, however, there is a bit of randomness among a laser's
individual photons, in the form of quantum fluctuations, also known in
physics as "shot noise."

For instance, the number of photons in a laser that arrive at a detector at
any given time can fluctuate around an average number, in a quantum
way that is difficult to predict. Likewise, the time at which a photon
arrives at a detector, related to its phase, can also fluctuate around an
average value.

Both of these values—the number and timing of a laser's
photons—determine how precisely researchers can interpret laser
measurements. But according to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle,
one of the foundational tenets of quantum mechanics, it is impossible to
simultaneously measure both the position (or timing) and the momentum
(or number) of particles at the same time with absolute certainty.

Scientists work around this physical constraint through quantum
squeezing—the idea that the uncertainty in a laser's quantum properties,
in this case the number and timing of photons, can be represented as a
theoretical circle. A perfectly round circle symbolizes equal uncertainty
in both properties. An ellipse—a squeezed circle—represents a smaller
uncertainty for one property and a larger uncertainty for the other,
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depending on how the circle, and the ratio of uncertainty in a laser's
quantum properties, is manipulated.

One way researchers have carried out quantum squeezing is through
optomechanical systems, designed with parts, such as mirrors, that can
be moved to a tiny degree by incoming laser light. A mirror can move
due to the force applied on it by photons that make up the light, and that
force is proportional to the number of photons that hit the mirror at a
given time. The distance the mirror moved at that time is connected to
the timing of photons arriving at the mirror.

Of course, scientists cannot know the precise values for both the number
and timing of photons at a given time, but through this kind of system
they can establish a correlation between the two quantum properties, and
thereby squeeze down the uncertainty and the laser's overall quantum
noise.

Until now, optomechanical squeezing has been realized in large setups
that need to be housed in cryogenic freezers. That's because, even at
room temperature, the surrounding thermal energy is enough to have an
effect on the system's movable parts, causing a "jitter" that overwhelms
any contribution from quantum noise. To shield against thermal noise,
researchers have had to cool systems down to about 10 Kelvin, or -440
degrees Fahrenheit.

"The minute you need cryogenic cooling, you can't have a portable,
compact squeezer," Mavalvala says. "That can be a showstopper, because
you can't have a squeezer that lives in a big refrigerator, and then use it
in an experiment or some device that operates in the field."

Giving light a squeeze

The team, led by Aggarwal, looked to design an optomechanical system
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with a movable mirror made from materials that intrinsically absorb very
little thermal energy, so that they would not need to cool the system
externally. They ultimately designed a very small, 70-micron-wide
mirror from alternating layers of gallium arsenide and aluminum gallium
arsenide. Both materials are crystals with a very ordered atomic structure
that prevents any incoming heat from escaping.

"Very disordered materials can easily lose energy because there are lots
of places electrons can bang and collide and generate thermal motion,"
Aggarwal says. "The more ordered and pure a material, the less places it
has to lose or dissipate energy."

The team suspended this multilayer mirror with a small, 55-micron-long
cantilever. The cantilever and multilayer mirror have also been shaped to
absorb minimal thermal energy. Both the movable mirror and the
cantilever were fabricated by Cole and his colleagues at Crystalline
Mirror Solutions, and placed in a cavity with a stationary mirror.

The system was then installed in a laser experiment built by Corbitt's
group at Louisiana State University, where the researchers made the
measurements. With the new squeezer, the researchers were able to
characterize the quantum fluctuations in the number of photons versus
their timing, as the laser bounced and reflected off both mirrors. This
characterization allowed the team to identify and thereby reduce the
quantum noise from the laser by 15 percent, producing a more precise
"squeezed" light.

Aggarwal has drawn up a blueprint for researchers to adopt the system to
any wavelength of incoming laser light.

"As optomechanical squeezers become more practical, this is the work
that started it," Mavalvala says. "It shows that we know how to make
these room temperature, wavelength-agnostic squeezers. As we improve
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the experiment and materials, we'll make better squeezers."

  More information: Aggarwal, N., Cullen, T.J., Cripe, J. et al. Room-
temperature optomechanical squeezing. Nat. Phys. 16, 784–788 (2020). 
doi.org/10.1038/s41567-020-0877-x
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